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First Smartphone App FDA cleared for Insulin Delivery on Both iOS and Android Operating Systems

SAN DIEGO--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Feb. 16, 2022-- Tandem Diabetes Care, Inc. (NASDAQ:TNDM), a leading insulin delivery and diabetes technology
company, today announced U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) clearance of bolus insulin dosing on the t:slim X2 insulin pump using the
t:connect mobile app. This represents the first-ever FDA-cleared smartphone application capable of initiating insulin delivery on both iOS and Android
operating systems. The updated t:connect mobile app is designed to offer t:slim X2 insulin pump users the ability to program and cancel bolus insulin
requests through the convenience of their compatible smartphone.

“This FDA clearance further validates our commitment to innovation and the diabetes community by providing one of the most requested feature
enhancements,” said John Sheridan, president and CEO of Tandem Diabetes Care. “With the improvements in diabetes management provided by
Tandem’s Control-IQ technology, giving a meal bolus is now the most common reason a person interacts with their pump, and the ability to do so using
a smartphone app offers a convenient and discrete solution.”

When released, this new feature will be offered in the United States for no additional cost to new t:slim X2 insulin pump customers and to in-warranty
customers through a remote software update for the t:slim X2 insulin pump and the updated t:connect mobile app. The Company intends to roll out the
mobile bolus feature update throughout the spring in a series of limited launch groups, followed by an expanded launch later this summer. Limited
launch participants have already been selected.

The t:connect mobile app is a secure, user-friendly mobile application that, when paired with a t:slim X2 insulin pump, discreetly displays the user’s
pump information on their personal smartphone. In addition to the newly cleared bolus feature, the mobile app displays the last 24 hours of glucose
trends, pump status changes, and insulin therapy data, including basal and bolus deliveries and suspensions of insulin delivery. The app also displays
pump alerts and alarms, and it securely uploads data into the cloud-based t:connect web application wirelessly. Importantly, the t:slim X2 insulin pump
functions independently from the t:connect mobile app, therefore a user always retains the freedom to view pump therapy data, program requests and
cancel bolus insulin requests from their pump.

The t:connect mobile app is compatible with select versions of both iOS and Android operating systems in the United States. To ensure compatibility,
Tandem verifies each combination of device and operating system works as intended to program and cancel a bolus from your smartphone. This
means that not every smartphone will be able to use the bolus feature within the t:connect mobile app. More information is available at
www.tandemdiabetes.com.

In addition to the t:connect mobile app being the first to receive FDA clearance on both iOS and Android operating systems to deliver insulin from a
personal smartphone, Tandem was also the first to receive an interoperable automated glycemic controller designation with Control-IQ technology in
December 2019, the first to receive an alternate controller-enabled infusion pump classification in February 2019, and the first insulin pump designated
as compatible with integrated continuous glucose monitoring devices in June 2018.

Forward-Looking Statements:

This press release contains “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and Section
21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. These forward-looking statements relate to, among other things, the anticipated timing for
availability of the new features in the t:connect mobile app, the compatibility of the mobile app with smartphone hardware and operating systems and
our ability to offer the related pump software update for current t:slim X2 pump users. These forward-looking statements are subject to numerous risks
and uncertainties, including risks associated with the research and development process generally, such as the completion of final testing and
validation of products and related systems in compliance with applicable quality system requirements, our ability to operate and maintain a system to
facilitate online training and prescription handling for existing t:slim X2 pump customers upgrading their existing devices, and the risk that we may
encounter other challenges that may delay the commercial launch of new features, as well as other risks identified in our most recent Annual Report
on Form 10-K and Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q, and other documents that we file with the Securities and Exchange Commission. Readers are
cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements, which speak only as of the date of this release. Actual results could differ
materially from those anticipated or projected in the forward-looking statements. Tandem undertakes no obligation to update or review any forward-
looking statement in this press release because of new information, future events or other factors.

About Tandem Diabetes Care, Inc.

Tandem Diabetes Care, Inc. (www.tandemdiabetes.com) is a medical device company dedicated to improving the lives of people with diabetes
through relentless innovation and revolutionary customer experience. The Company takes an innovative, user-centric approach to the design,
development and commercialization of products for people with diabetes who use insulin. Tandem’s flagship product, the t:slim X2 insulin pump, is
capable of remote software updates using a personal computer, and features integrated continuous glucose monitoring. Tandem is based in San
Diego, California.

https://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.tandemdiabetes.com&esheet=52580452&newsitemid=20220216005541&lan=en-US&anchor=www.tandemdiabetes.com&index=1&md5=6e98288d5e5b659090eee1ead45aee61
https://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.tandemdiabetes.com&esheet=52580452&newsitemid=20220216005541&lan=en-US&anchor=www.tandemdiabetes.com&index=2&md5=8a1702462597c5416afba32f0ffbd9f0


Tandem Diabetes Care, Control-IQ, and t:connect are trademarks registered in the U.S. and/or other countries and t:slim X2 is a trademark of Tandem
Diabetes Care, Inc.

Visit www.tandemdiabetes.com/mobile-bolus for important safety information.

Follow Tandem Diabetes Care on Twitter @tandemdiabetes; use #tslimX2, and #TNDM.
Follow Tandem Diabetes Care on Facebook at www.facebook.com/TandemDiabetes.
Follow Tandem Diabetes Care on LinkedIn at https://www.linkedin.com/company/tandemdiabetes.
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